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Abstract

Digital platforms, empowered by artificial intelligence algorithms, facilitate efficient inter-
actions between consumers and merchants that allow the collection of profiling information 
which drives innovation and welfare. Private incentives, however, lead to information asym-
metries resulting in market failures. This paper develops a product differentiation model of 
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Sharing information can be welfare-enhancing because it solves the data bottleneck market 
failure. Our findings imply that there is scope for the introduction of a mandatory information 
sharing mechanism from big platforms to their competitors that helps the latter improve 
their network value proposition and become more competitive in the market. The price of 
infor-mation in this sharing mechanism matters. We show that price regulation over 
information sharing like the one applied in the EU jurisdiction increases the incentives of big 
platforms to collect and analyze more data. It has ambiguous effects on their competitors 
that depend on the exact relationship between information and network value.
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1 Introduction

This paper deals with information structures in digital multi-sided markets as well as the implica-

tions of information sharing for platform competition and welfare. We explore the implications of

a regulatory intervention that enforces a mandatory information sharing mechanism and we study

how such a mechanism should be designed to ensure market efficiency and high welfare standards.

Digital platforms fundamentally changed the way information is collected and processed. In

traditional offline markets, such as town markets, buyers and sellers gather in a physical place

and benefit from number-driven network effects: more buyers attract more sellers, and vice versa.

However, the market does not dispose of information collection technology and cannot facilitate

matching between users. Offline town markets cannot collect information on goods and prices that

sellers offer nor on buyer preferences or transactions. Users collect their own market information to

make their transaction decisions. This decentralized information system is economically inefficient

for two reasons. First, because information collection is costly, buyers often collect only part of

all available information. With incomplete information, they are more likely to make inefficient

decisions. Second, it is socially wasteful because, in the absence of a data-sharing mechanism,

each buyer has to collect the same information again.

Online platform markets centralize information and collect a much richer set of market infor-

mation, including user characteristics and aggregated user interaction and transaction data on all

sides of the market. Economies of scale and scope in aggregation and centralization of market

information by the platform can, in principle, make markets more transparent and give users ac-

cess to more complete market information compared to decentralized markets, thereby enabling

more efficient decision-making by platform users (Constantinides, Henfridsson, & Parker, 2018;

Munger, 2015; Parker, Van Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016). Moreover, economies of scope in the

re-use of that market information substantially reduce the social cost of information collection

(George, Haas, & Pentland, 2014; Manyika et al., 2011; McAfee, Brynjolfsson, Davenport, Patil,
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& Barton, 2012). The combination of these two factors is sometimes labeled as data-driven net-

work effects (Gregory, Henfridsson, Kaganer, & Kyriakou, 2021, 2022; Hagiu & Wright, 2020b;

Prüfer & Schottmüller, 2021; Schaefer & Sapi, 2020; Stucke & Grunes, 2016; Tucker, 2019): the

more user data a platform collects, the higher the quality of the service and the network value that

it can deliver to its users.

How data creates value and improves firms’ market performance has been a topic of attention

in multiple disciplines and various contexts. For example, empirical evidence suggest that the

employment of data warehouses which store and analyze information about client behaviors and

preferences, significantly helps firms to improve their customer services and increase in that way

their market performance and profitability (Cooper, Watson, Wixom, & Goodhue, 2000; Wixom &

Watson, 2001). Moreover, cross-sectional survey data illustrates that big data enables manufactur-

ing firms to better understand their customer preferences and become more successful (Woerner

& Wixom, 2015). Big data also expands the business intelligence possibilities of firms so that

they can be more successful H. Chen, Chiang, and Storey (2012) In fact, benefits from data can be

maximized if firms adopt a proper framework for data analysis (Kitchens, Dobolyi, Li, & Abbasi,

2018) and a well-designed data governance structure (Otto, 2011).

Further empirical evidence from other sectors point to the same direction. In the financial

industry, data has a multi-billion value for corporations. This value has in fact increased by 25%

between 2015 and 2018 (Abis & Veldkamp, 2020). Data appears to be particularly valuable for

digital platforms. Big data (including data collected from platform users) helps Amazon to improve

the accuracy of its forecasting exercises concerning the number of products, and the number of time

periods for which each product is available for sale (Bajari, Chernozhukov, Hortaçsu, & Suzuki,

2019). Furthermore, there are significant economies of scale to data in internet search, or in other

words, the quality of search results improves with more data on previous searches (Schaefer, Sapi,

& Lorincz, 2018). The same applies for the relationship between data and the quality of content

recommendations in online media platforms (Claussen, Peukert, & Sen, 2019).
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It is important to emphasize that in the platform context, it is not only the quantity of market

data but also the networked quality of the data that helps improve platform services (Arnold, Mar-

cus, Petropoulos, & Schneider, 2018; Baesens, Bapna, Marsden, Vanthienen, & Zhao, 2016). It is

not the collection of data on each user separately, but the collection of interaction data co-generated

by two or more users that generates the data network externality: the social value of interaction

data is higher than the sum of separate user data (Duch-Brown, Martens, & Mueller-Langer, 2017;

Martens, 2021). The denser the network of interactions, the wider the gap between the social value

of networked data and the private value of individual user data. In contrast, decentralized offline

markets do not benefit from data-driven network effects.

In practice, however, the centralization of market information by platform operators creates

new problems. Online platforms do not share their full market information with their users. Plat-

forms are profit-maximizing companies that retain exclusive control of their market data in order

to maximize revenue from the matching service that they offer to users (Evans, 2009; Jones &

Tonetti, 2020). They only share narrow information signals with users, through organic rankings

and advertising services (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011). These partial information signals drive a

wedge between the interests of users on the same or on different sides of the market. The asym-

metric distribution of information between platforms and their users creates bottlenecks for the

realization of all data-driven social welfare gains (Parker, Petropoulos, & Van Alstyne, 2022).

This paper’s first contribution is that it illustrates such a data bottleneck market failure due to

asymmetric information. It builds a simple product differentiation model of platform competition

and identifies the channels through which the existence of the data bottleneck market failure limits

competition allowing the platform with superior information to extract a disproportionately high

share of the value that is created in the ecosystem.

The data bottleneck is a market failure because under great information asymmetry between

two competing platforms, the majority of consumers are forced to single-home, increasing the

market power of the platform with the data advantage: By attracting the majority of consumers,
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the platform extracts excessive rents on the supply side by charging a monopoly price.

Data bottlenecks between platforms become particularly onerous when welfare-enhancing net-

work effects result in welfare-reducing monopolistic markets (Crémer, de Montjoye, & Schweitzer,

2019; Furman, Coyle, Fletcher, McAuley, & Marsden, 2019; Scott Morton, 2019). Number-driven

network effects motivate users to join the platform with the largest number of users (Dou & Wu,

2021; McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rochet & Tirole, 2003). That

platform is also likely to collect most market information, offer the strongest data-driven network

effects, and leave little to competing platforms. So, exclusive access to large datasets is perceived

as an important driver of monopolistic behavior (Cabral et al., 2021). While information is non-

rival (Jones & Tonetti, 2020; Lambrecht & Tucker, 2015; Lerner, 2014), information collection is

often rival because users will only engage in particular interactions in a single platform. Multi-

homing is often discouraged by switching costs and locked in effects, including costs linked to

the fragmentation of users’ data between platforms. Data-driven network effects amplify tradi-

tional number-driven network effects and further entrench platform market positions. More and

better data help to improve the quality of algorithms through learning-by-doing within and across

users that further entrench market positions for incumbent platforms (Hagiu & Wright, 2020a). So,

differences in access to data can distort competition between platforms.

The new European regulation, the Digital Markets Act (DMA) recognizes that this problem is

particularly acute for 6 large gatekeeper platforms (Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, ByteDance, Meta,

Microsoft) and in particular in their provision of 22 core platform products/services that fall into

8 broad categories: search, messaging, social media, intermediation, advertising, video sharing,

browser, operating system (European Commission, 2023). It has as an objective to address these

information asymmetry concerns on market competition and consumer choice by reducing gate-

keeper data exclusivity (European Union, 2022). This is done by incorporating specific rules with

the introduction of data access rights and by facilitating data sharing from gatekeepers to their

competitors and other firms in order to create more data-symmetric digital markets. The main ra-
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tionale is that market information collected by one platform can be useful to improve the services

of another similar or complementary platform (Condorelli & Padilla, 2020; Eisenmann, Parker, &

Van Alstyne, 2011). Hence, creating an efficient data-sharing mechanism between platforms may

overcome the data bottleneck problem.

Specifically, the DMA builds on the the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which

establishes the data portability right for individual users over their data: Namely, individuals have

the right to port their data located in digital firms, free of charge to other digital undertakings

(European Union, 2016). Article 6 of the DMA includes the following relevant obligations over

data access and sharing (European Union, 2022):

• Paragraph 9 obliges gatekeepers to ”provide end users and third parties authorised by an end

user, at their request and free of charge, with effective portability of data provided by the end

user or generated through the activity of the end user in the context of the use of the relevant

core platform service...”

• Paragraph 10 extends the data portability right to business users of big platforms (provided

that individuals give their consent when personal data is ported): ”The gatekeeper shall pro-

vide business users and third parties authorised by a business user, at their request, free of

charge, with effective, high-quality, continuous and real-time access to, and use of, aggre-

gated and non-aggregated data, including personal data, that is provided for or generated in

the context of the use of the relevant core platform services or services provided together

with, or in support of, the relevant core platform services by those business users and the end

users engaging with the products or services provided by those business users.”

• Paragraph 11 obliges gatekeepers in the core platform service of online search to ”provide

to any third-party undertaking providing online search engines, at its request, with access

on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to ranking, query, click and view data in

relation to free and paid search generated by end users on its online search engines. Any
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such query, click and view data that constitutes personal data shall be anonymised.”

So, both individual and business users of gatekeeper platforms have the right to share their

data located in the gatekeeper platforms to other digital firms of the online ecosystem. In addition,

Google, the only identified gatekeeper with core services in online search, has the obligation to

share its market data with its competitors. An interesting element is that data sharing, when it is

initiated by the user should take place free of charge without allowing the gatekeeper platform

to extract rents from sharing the data. In contrast, in search engines, where Google is obliged to

share relevant market data with their competitors, the platform is eligible to ask for a positive price

over data sharing which should be below the monopoly price and obey some fair, reasonable and

non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms (whose exact definition is work in progress).

Motivated by the DMA, the second contribution of this paper is to show how information

sharing from a gatekeeper platform that has access to a lot of market-relevant data (including users’

interaction data) to a smaller competitor platform with data and information disadvantage affect

platform competition and welfare. Information sharing helps the competing smaller platform to

better understand the preferences of their users and improve their services. It improves the network

value it can provide to consumers. This gives rise to multi-homing on the consumer side which

implies that the market power associated with the data advantage will decline and the dominant

platform will have to reduce its price on the supply side resolving the data bottleneck market

failure. As a result, information sharing through increasing platform competition and enabling

multi-homing improves both consumer and seller surplus.

The underlying economic mechanism for solving the data bottleneck is analogous to the com-

petitive bottleneck market failure(Armstrong, 2006; Armstrong & Wright, 2007) and how allowing

consumers to multi-home can resolve it (Bakos & Halaburda, 2020; Belleflamme & Peitz, 2019b).

However, in the case of the data bottleneck, there is the additional dimension of network value.

Consumers even if they can in principle multi-home to a competing platform, in equilibrium, they

will never do that if the network benefit they get is significantly smaller than the value they get
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from the gatekeeper platform. So, effective information sharing that increases the network value

of the small platform is a necessary ingredient for improving market efficiency and welfare.

The paper then looks at how we should design information sharing mechanisms from a big

platform to its smaller competitor, in order to improve competition and consumer welfare. The

starting point is to study whether price regulation alone can induce the gatekeeper to share data

such that private incentives for data sharing coincide with social ones. The paper provides a full

characterization of how private incentives for data sharing depend on how restrictive the respective

price regulation is.

We find that if data regulation is only about the price of data sharing, private incentives for data

sharing are in principle lower than social ones. Especially when price regulation does not leave

sufficient rents to the dominant platform, under a free-of-charge rule over information sharing,

similar to the one of the GDPR and DMA. However, we find that even if the gatekeeper has

monopoly rights over data, it may still have lower incentives than in the social optimal case. This

is because information sharing enables the small platform to become more competitive and capture

a larger share of the market. The resulting market loss for the gatekeeper, in most cases, outweighs

the benefit it gets by selling information to the small platform when the level of shared information

approaches the socially optimal level.

We also adopt a more dynamic perspective, studying how such a mandated information sharing

mechanism may affect the incentives of platforms to invest in market data collection and analysis.

We show that information sharing reduces gatekeeper’s investment to data but when data exhibits

increasing returns to network value, sharing information is still welfare improving. An important

prediction of our model is that the free-of-charge rule over the price of data sharing does not

adversely affect data investments. The negative implications of information sharing on investment

come mostly from the increased competitive pressure it incorporates. In fact, the free-of-charge

rule is the pricing schedule that maximizes the incentives of the gatekeeper to invest in its data

capacity in order to reduce the competitive pressure that data sharing introduces.
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Our results have some important practical implications. Regulation over the price of data alone

does not suffice. What we need on top of that is to mandate an efficient mechanism of information

sharing and oblige gatekeepers with a great data advantage to participate in it and share their

collected user interaction and market data with competitors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main model. Sec-

tion 3 analyzes the model and presents the main results. Section 4 presents the implications of

information sharing on platforms’ investments on data collection and analysis. Section 5 discusses

the research implications and the contribution of our paper. Section 6 presents the limitations of

our model and analysis as well as the implications of our work for future research. Section 7 refers

to practical aspects of our results and concludes.

2 Model

Consider a big gatekeeper platform A and a competing smaller platform B which are located at the

extremes of a Hotelling (1929) line, at 0 and 1. The two platforms offer differentiated services to

consumers. They match them with sellers of goods and services that join platforms to interact with

the demand side. Consumers (C) have a mass of 1 and are distributed uniformly across the line.

Consumers who are closer to platform A have preferences that better match platform A’s service.

The transportation cost incurred by the consumer to arrive at one of the platforms is the parameter

that indicates the distance between the platform’s service and consumers’ preferences. Without

a loss of generality, the transportation cost per unit of length for consumers is normalized to 1.

Sellers (S) also have a mass of 1 but they do not incur any transportation cost when they join any

of the two platforms. Platforms’ marginal costs equal 0.

Let µk
C j(q j) ∈ (0,1) be the per k =C,S agent network value for each consumer at platform j.

When k = C, µC
C j(q j) captures the value a consumer gets from the presence of other consumers

on the platform j. When k = S, µS
C j(q j) captures the value a consumer gets from the presence of
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sellers on the platform j. Sellers also derive network value from their platform interaction with

consumers. µC
S j(q j) = µS j(q j) ∈ (0,1) denotes the per consumer value a seller gets by joining

platform j. These network values are functions of the amount of information collected by the

platform j, q j ∈ [0, q̄], where q̄ is the finite maximum amount of information that is collected in

the market. In other words, q j is the amount of interaction data, it captures the data collected and

analyzed by platform j through the interactions of its users.

Let µ j be a more abstract term of network effects on platform j which can take three values:

µ j = {µC
C j,µ

S
C j,µS j}. Then, dµ j(·)

dq j
> 0, ∀ j,q j. More information allows platform j to better match

agents increasing the value they can get from interacting with each other.

Platform j sets an entry price p j for each seller who joins the platform. Consumer i’s utility

from participation in the platform j is

µ
C
C jx j +µ

S
C js j − xi j,

where x j and s j is the share of consumers and sellers who join platform j, respectively and xi j

is the distance of the consumer i from the platform j. Consumers differ with respect to their

transportation cost (distance) xi j to arrive to platform j. Seller’s payoff from joining platform j is

defined in an analogous way, as

µS jx j − p j.

Depending on the type of the platform, consumers can get a more significant value from same

side interactions with other consumers (high µC
C j) or from their interaction with sellers (high µS

C j).

For example, in a social network platform, we expect that consumers derive more value from

interactions with each other than their interactions with advertisers who join the social network. In

an e-commerce platform, consumers may benefit from the online reviews of other individuals who

share their experience of consuming some products they ordered on the platform, but the more

significant value comes from interacting with sellers of goods and services and consuming their
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products. Sellers of goods and services are primarily interested in interacting with consumers so

their value increases with the number of available consumers that can be their potential customers.

Under information asymmetry and without any data-sharing mechanism in place to reduce this

asymmetry between the two platforms, we have qA > qB. This implies that the big platform A can

offer a higher network value to its users than platform B, µA(qA)> µB(qB).

Let xA and xB be defined as the marginal consumers who would join platform A and B, respec-

tively. We have:

µ
C
CAxA +µ

S
CA − xA = 0 ⇒ xA(qA) = xA =

µS
CA

1−µC
CA

µ
C
CB(1− xB)+µ

S
CB − (1− xB) = 0 ⇒ xB(qB) = xB = 1−

µS
CB

1−µC
CB

. (1)

We focus on the interesting case where xA,xB ∈ (0,1), or equivalently that µS
C j + µC

C j < 1, for

each j = A,B. Note that xA(qA) and 1− xB(qB) are increasing in qA and qB, respectively. Infor-

mation sharing of amount of data q ∈ (0,qA −qB] from platform A to platform B can in principle

allow the smaller platform to provide more efficient services that increase the network value sellers

and consumers get in platform B, µB(qB + q) > µB(qB) if q contains valuable information that is

not already captured by qB. So, in such a case, information sharing implies that platform B can

compete on a more equal footing with larger platform A for consumers.

Under full information sharing, q = qA −qB, agents derive equivalent network from both plat-

forms, µk
CA = µk

CB and µSA = µSB, with k = C,S. When, instead, q < qA − qB, platform A has an

advantage in network value, µk
CA > µk

CB and µSA > µSB. Full information sharing does not only

mean that the two platforms are equivalent in network value but also the network values for sellers

and consumers have been maximized.

We assume that for q = qA−qB, it is xB(qB+q) = xB(qA)< xA(qA). As we will see below, this

guarantees that under full information sharing, platform B’s network value increases to such an

extent that there is a potential for multi-homing of consumers in the equilibrium of the Hotelling
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game.

Platform A makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer and requests a payment T (q;α) from platform B in

order to share a fraction q of its data/information. It is T (q;α) = α (ΠB(q+qB)−ΠB(qB)), where

α is our policy variable, with two extremes: platform A has monopoly power over its information

(α = 1) and the GDPR’s free of charge rule applies (α = 0). In other words, with α = 1 full

bargaining power over the price of information to be shared. In contrast, GDPR assigns all the

bargaining power to the recipient of information.

3 Analysis

Based on the network value offered by each platform, we have two different cases each of which

gives different equilibria when there is no information sharing:

• Case 1: xA(qA)≤ xB(qB). Consumers either single-home or do not visit any platform. There

is no multi-homing.

• Case 2: xA(qA) > xB(qB). There is the potential for multihoming for consumers in (xA,xB).

The rest of the consumers in [0,xB] and [xA,1] either single-home or do not visit any platform.

In both cases, sellers can multi-home if they wish. Since they incur zero transportation cost, they

will join a platform if, in equilibrium, the value they derive from it is greater or equal the price they

have to pay in order to access it.

Our analysis includes two steps: We first look at the equilibrium pricing strategies of the

Hotelling platform game with and without information sharing of amount q as well as the im-

plications of each equilibrium for market demand, supply and payoffs of each market participant.

Then, we proceed by studying social and private incentives for information sharing. We derive the

optimal choice of q for platform A and how it compares with social planner’s preferred informa-

tion sharing rule for different values of the policy variable α and the different pricing equilibria
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identified in the first step.

3.1 Equilibrium pricing strategies at the Hotelling platform competition

game

Starting with Case 1, note that when there is no information sharing, the share of consumers who

joins platform A increases with the difference qA−qB. Since, qA > qB, a larger share of consumers

is captured by platform A. In equilibrium, platform A finds optimal to set a price pn
A = µSAxA, while

platform B sets price pn
B = µSB(qB)(1−xB). To see that this is a pricing equilibrium, we can show

that there is not any incentive for each platform j to unilaterally deviate from this pricing behavior.

If platform A (B) sets its price above pn
A (pn

B), then no seller has incentives to join platform A (B)

because the network value they derive from platform A (B) is lower than the price they have to pay

to join the network. This implies that no consumers will have incentives to join platform A (B)

since now valuable interactions with sellers will be missing. So, platform A (B) is worse off when

charging a price to the sellers that is higher than pn
A (pn

B). When, instead, platform A (B) charges a

lower price than pn
A (pn

B), then its profit is reduced since it does not fully extracts the rents from the

sellers. Since there is not any profitable deviation for any of the two platforms, pricing behavior

(pn
A, pn

B) constitutes the equilibrium of the Hotelling game.

Given this pricing equilibrium, the share of consumers [0,xA] visits platform A, the share [xB,1]

visits platform B. Consumers in (xA,xB) do not visit any platform. Sellers visit both platforms but

derive zero surplus.1

This is what we call the data bottleneck market failure. By being able to capture the largest

share of the single-homing side of consumers, platform A can extract all the surplus from sellers

who still wish to join A to interact with its numerous consumers. In this data bottleneck equilib-

rium, sellers have only weak incentives to multi-home when qA − qB is large because, by selling

1The underlying assumption here is that when sellers are indifferent between single-homing and multi-homing,
they choose to multi-home.
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through platform A only, they can already interact with the largest share of consumers xA.

Network effects make it easier for the data bottleneck equilibrium to arise. Strong network

externalities help platform A to maximize the excessive rents it extracts for two reasons: First, the

higher this network value for sellers (µSA) is, the higher are the rents the platform A can extract

from the sellers. Second, the share of consumers that prefer to join platform A increases with

network effects µC
CA and µS

CA and so does the price platform A charges the sellers (due to cross-

side network externalities).

We now study what happens when information q is shared from platform A to platform B takes

place. First, note that without any information sharing, the two platforms capture different parts

of the demand. They collect different information about the characteristics of consumers and their

interactions with the agents of each platform ecosystem. Consequently, q contains different infor-

mation from qB and the network value offered to consumers by platform B increases to µB(qB+q)

when it received new valuable information q. For a sufficient amount q, it will be xA > xB(qB +q)

and there will be the potential of multi-homing for consumers.

In such a case, the two platforms “play” a Bertrand pricing game to attract sellers to their

market. Their monopoly power is reduced to the portion of consumers that single-home. In

equilibrium, platform A sets pI
A = µSAxB(qB + q) which is declining in q and platform B sets

pI
B = µSB(qB + q)(1− xA). So, the share of consumers (xB(qB + q),xA) multi-homes, while the

shares (0,xB(qB +q)) and (xA,1) single-home (see Figure 1).

0

A

xB(qB)xB(qB +q) xA 1

B

Single-homing in BSingle-homing in A

No information sharing

Information sharing

Single-homing in B

Excluded consumers

Single-homing in A

Multi-homing
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Figure 1: Platform competition across the Hotelling line with and without information sharing,

when no information sharing implies that some consumers only single-home. The shares of

consumers that single-home and multi-home with and without information sharing are depicted.

Note that under information sharing no platform has incentives to increase its price above the

equilibrium level (pI
A, pI

B). If one platform sets a higher price sellers will only join its competitor

platform (since accessing one platform does not only give them access to consumers that single-

home on that platform, but also to the consumers that multi-home). Due to multi-homing, sellers

now extract positive surplus and in equilibrium, they all multi-home (given their zero transportation

cost) and the data bottleneck market inefficiency is reduced or even resolved if the degree of multi-

homing is sufficiently high (or equivalently if platforms become sufficiently more symmetric in

information). Platform A now ”sees” part of its rents being extracted by the sellers and realizes

a lower payoff, since pI
A < pn

A. This extracted surplus is proportional to the share of consumers

that multi-home or in other words to the amount q it is shared. Hence, the data bottleneck market

inefficiency is declining in q. At the same time, platform B realizes higher rents under information

sharing and consumer single-homing since pI
B > pn

B.

While consumers in (0,xB(qB +q)) and (xB(qB),1) have the same welfare as when there is no

information sharing, consumers within (xB(qB + q),xB(qB)) generate higher surplus under infor-

mation sharing. The share of consumers in (xA,xB(qB)) is not excluded from the market anymore.

Consumers in this segment have now a positive surplus. Consumers in (xB(qB +q),xA) now get a

(higher) positive surplus (from both platforms) because they multi-home. So, overall, information

sharing and the resulting rise in µCB increases both consumer and seller surplus, in comparison to

the case where there is no information sharing. The higher the amount q shared, the greater will be

the consumer and seller welfare gains and the lower will be the rents extracted by the big platform

A.

If, under Case 1, q is sufficiently small such that, xA ≤ xB(qB + q), then there is not any mul-

tihoming under information sharing. Equilibrium price by platform A equals pn
A since under such
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a small q, platform A still enjoys a significant information advantage and it has an exclusive rela-

tionship to a share (0,xA) of consumers. This is translated as a monopoly power on the sellers’

side. Platform A can still extract all the surplus of the sellers under information sharing because q

is small. Sellers more generally have zero surplus regardless of whether information sharing takes

place or not. This implies that the data bottleneck market failure is not resolved by information

sharing when the amount of information sharing, q is small. Nevertheless, information sharing still

improves average consumer welfare since it reduces the share of consumers that are excluded from

the market (xB(qB + q) is declining in q moving to values closer to xA). The higher the q is, the

smaller the share of excluded consumers will be.

We continue by studying the welfare implications of information sharing in Case 2. The key

difference with the previous case is that now there is a potential for multi-homing even when

there is no information sharing. Platforms have monopoly power over the segments of demand

on which there is no potential for multi-homing. The equilibrium platforms’ prices on the sellers’

side are pn2
A = µSAxB(qB) and pn2

B = µSB(qB)(1− xA). We can apply exactly the same approach as

above to see why these pricing strategies constitute an equilibrium.2 This equilibrium implies that

consumers in (0,xB(qB)) only visit platform A, consumers in (xA,1) only visit platform B, and the

rest of the consumers multi-home.

Information sharing q again increases the value of platform B for users to level µB(qB +q) for

which we now have xA > xB(qB)> xB(qB+q). In the equilibrium, pI2
A = µSAxB(qB+q)< pn2

A and

pI2
B = µSB(qB +q)(1− xA)< pn2

B .

Information that the platform A collects, qA, now shares some common information set with

qB due to the segment of demand that multi-home in both platforms. But, there is still a significant

segment of demand that without information sharing only visits platform A. So, q includes valuable

information about consumers that initially is not captured by qB and therefore can significantly

2No platform has incentives to unilaterally deviate from this equilibrium.
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increase platform B’s network value.3

In equilibrium, information sharing expands the market share of consumers that multi-home

(see Figure 2) and consequently, it increases average consumer welfare (as there is a larger share

of consumers that visit both platforms and derive extra surplus). The expansion of multi-homing

over the Hotelling line is proportional to the amount q of data shared.

0

A xB(qB)

xB(qB +q) xA 1

B

Multi-homing with information sharing

Multi-homing without information sharing

Figure 2: Platform competition across the Hotelling line with and without information sharing,

when no information sharing implies that at least some consumers multi-home. Information

sharing increases the share of consumers that multi-home.

Sellers are again better off since equilibrium platform prices are lower under information shar-

ing. This is because information sharing constrains the ability of both platforms in this case to

extract rents from sellers mitigating the data bottleneck market failure.

We summarize the welfare implications of information sharing for all the cases discussed above

in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let two platforms A and B compete in a Hotelling product differentiation line while

being asymmetric in terms of the amount of information they have about their users, qA > qB.

Then, average consumer welfare is strictly increasing in the amount q of information sharing from

platform A to platform B. Sellers’ profitability is strictly increasing in q if and only if q is sufficiently

high such that there is some consumer multi-homing in the equilibrium, xA > xB(qB +q).

The direct implication of this proposition is the following corollary.
3Platform B will only have incentives to pay a non-negative price, T ≥ 0 for information that is valuable to it.
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Corollary 1. Information sharing of amount q from platform A to platform B reduces the data

bottleneck market failure if and only if xA > xB(qB +q).

3.2 Social and private incentives for information sharing

A social planner, who primarily cares about average consumer welfare and sellers’ payoff would

ideally choose full information sharing.

Lemma 1. Let two platforms A and B compete in a Hotelling product differentiation line, while

being asymmetric in terms of the amount of information they have about their users, qA > qB. The

amount q of information sharing from platform A to platform B that maximizes average consumer

welfare is qSP = qA −qB.

At q = qSP we arrive at a state where platforms A and B have exactly the same amount of

information and offer the same network value to their users. Under this optimal social planner’s

rule, platform B receives all valuable information that was before exclusive to platform A. This

leads to an increased average consumer welfare and sellers’ payoff, since xA > xB(qB + qSP). No

platform has any information advantage and therefore the data bottleneck market failure is not

observed in equilibrium.

How do social incentives for information sharing compare with private ones? The amount

T (q;α) that platform A requests from platform B for sharing information q with it (take-it-or-leave-

it offer) and the implications of information sharing for platform A’s direct market profitability are

the two factors that determine the incentives of platform A to share amount of information q. Policy

parameter α defines the ability of platform A to appropriate the information rents when it shares

amount q.

We now study whether platform A has incentives to share information, and if yes, how much

information (optimal q) it selects to share in equilibrium for each of the two relevant cases, Case 1

and Case 2.
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According to the analysis above, under Case 1, the profit of platform A without any information

sharing is Πn
A = µSAxA. When, platform A shares information q, then,

Π
I
A(q;α)


= µSAxA +α (µSB(qB +q)(1− xB(qB +q))−µSB(qB)(1− xB(qB))) , if xA ≤ xB(qB +q),

= µSAxB(qB +q)+α (µSB(qB +q)(1− xA)−µSB(qB)(1− xB(qB))) , if xA > xB(qB +q).
(2)

The first right-hand term in each of these two expressions refers to the direct channel of market

profitability and the second term of each expression refers to the information sharing payment

platform A receives from platform B.

When xA ≤ xB(qB + q), the direct channel of market profitability is the same both with and

without information sharing (µSAxA). By increasing q in the domain q ∈ [0,q∗], where q∗ is defined

by xA = xB(qB + q∗), platform A does not see any change in its direct market profitability. So,

increasing q in this domain is only associated with the payment T (q ≤ q∗;α) platform A receives.

It is T (q ≤ q∗;α) = α (µSB(qB +q)(1− xB(qB +q))−µSB(qB)(1− xB(qB))). Since µSB(qB + q)

is strictly increasing in q and xB(qB + q) is strictly declining in q, we conclude that T (q ≤ q∗;α)

is strictly increasing in q if and only if α > 0. Consequently, ΠI
A(q ≤ q∗;α > 0) is also strictly

increasing in q. Platform A never finds optimal to select amount q< q∗. If, instead, α = 0, platform

A’s payoff does not depend on q when q ∈ [0,q∗].

Does the platform A have any incentives to increase the amount of information it shares to

levels q ∈ (q∗,qA −qB] when xA > xB(qB +q)?

To answer this question, we need to study how the profit function (2) does depend on the

amount q shared with platform B and whether there exists a qe ∈ [q∗,qA −qB] that maximizes (2).

To ensure that the maximization problem is well-defined, we assume that:

µSA
d2xB(qB +q)

dq2 +α(1− xA)
d2µSB(qB +q)

dq2 < 0, (3)
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∀α ∈ [0,1] and q ∈ [0,qA −qB].

Note that in this case, when α > 0, we have two opposing effects. On the one side, for

such higher values of q, platform B improves its network value proposition to the extent that

it becomes more competitive. Platform A due to the increased market competition sees its di-

rect market profitability drop as the rents it extracts from the sellers decline. The loss from

the direct channel of market profitability amounts to µSA (xB(qB +q)− xA). This direct mar-

ket loss becomes higher with q. On the other side, the price of information sharing becomes

T (q ∈ (q∗,qA − qB];α) = α (µSB(qB +q)(1− xA)−µSB(qB)(1− xB(qB))) which is increasing in

q. Which of the two effects dominate depends on the sign of the following expression (derived

from the first-order-condition of platform A’s profit function 2 with respect to q):

FOCA(q = q∗;α) = µSA
dxB(qB +q)

dq
|q=q∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

Direct market loss (-)

+α(1− xA)
dµSB(qB +q)

dq
|q=q∗.︸ ︷︷ ︸

Information sharing benefit (+)

(4)

For α = 0, there is only the direct market loss effect ∀q ∈ (q∗,qA −qB] since platform A does

not receive any benefit for sharing information. So, it does not have any incentive to raise q

above q∗. We have multiple equilibria. Any value of q ∈ [0,q∗] is an equilibrium. We adopt the

following equilibrium refinement in order to make meaningful welfare comparisons and investigate

in more depth specific market strategies: If platform A is indifferent between different amounts q,

in equilibrium (that is, there are multiple equilibria over the level of q), it selects the one that is

preferred by the social planner. So, under α = 0, which corresponds to the GDPR’s free-of-charge

rule, the equilibrium becomes: qGDPR = q∗. At this relatively low level of information sharing, the

data bottleneck market failure emerges in equilibrium since sellers’ surplus is still fully extracted.

Let now α > 0 and q = q∗. The threshold value α̂1 is defined from expression 4 as FOCA(q =

q∗;α = α̂1) = 0. In other words, this is the value of α below which the platform A does not have
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any incentive to marginally raise its information sharing above q∗. Solving this equation4 we find

that

α̂1 = µSA

d
dq

(
ln µS

CB
1−µC

CB

)
|q=q∗

dµSB
dq |q=q∗

. (5)

Given the definition of α̂1, we conclude that for values of α ∈ (0,min [α̂1,1]], platform A does

not have any incentive to raise its information sharing above q∗. If min{α̂1,1} = 1, the GDPR

equilibrium of qe = q∗ applies ∀α ∈ [0,1], so there is not any form of price regulation that can

induce platform A to choose any q > q∗. It does not matter whether platform A has any power over

the rents it can extract from platform B through information sharing or not. It will always select to

share amount q∗.

Following the definition of α̂1 by expression (5), min{α̂1,1} = 1 implies that information

asymmetry prior sharing is very high and consumers are relatively not ”insensitive” in increases in

the network value of platform B:

• Platform A is a gatekeeper, namely, it is very dominant in the market. It attracts the vast

majority of users and collects a very large amount of information, qA. As a result, the

network value of its sellers µSA is very high and 1− xA is very small.

• A marginal increase in q in the neighborhood of q = q∗ sufficiently increases the same-

side and cross-side network value for consumers that join platform B in comparison to the

respective increase to the network value of platform B’s sellers. In other words, consumers

are not locked in on platform A, but, they can also derive a significant value from platform

B if information sharing (towards platform B) takes place.

This holds for any price restriction imposed over information sharing. Price regulation on

information does not have any effect on the equilibrium. This is because direct market losses of

4Recall that xA = xB(qB +q∗)⇒ 1− xA =
µS

CB(qB+q∗)
1−µC

CB(qB+q∗)
.
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information sharing due to increased competition exceed the payment T (q;α) for q > q∗. Even

under α = 1, payment T (q;α) is not sufficient to fully compensate platform A for its direct market

loss when q > q∗. The data bottleneck market failure is still present in the qe = q∗ equilibrium.

If instead, information asymmetry is not very high and consumers are more locked in on plat-

form A, min{α̂1,1}= α̂1 at q = q∗. Then, for α ∈ (0, α̂1], platform A finds and optimal to choose

in equilibrium qe = q∗. But, now, for α ∈ (α̂1,1], platform A has incentives to raise its information

sharing to levels q > q∗ because information sharing incorporates a significantly high payment

T (q = q∗;α ∈ (α̂,1]) to cover direct market losses (1− xA is higher and µSA is lower than in the

case of a gatekeeper platform).

So, price regulation can be important, in this case, for the private incentives for information

sharing. If regulation leaves small rents to platform A, then, the platform does not have incentives

to share a lot of information and the equilibrium is the same as in the case of the gatekeeper,

qe = q∗. But, if instead, platform A gets sufficient information rents from sharing, the equilibrium

will be qe > q∗.

In this latter case of α ∈ (α̂1,1], we investigate whether the social planner’s preferred amount

qSP = qA − qB can be sustained in equilibrium. To do that, we study the first order condition 4

when q → qA −qB. Given assumption (3), a necessary condition for private and social incentives

for information sharing to coincide is FOCA(q = qA −qB;α = 1 ≥ 0), where:

FOCA(q → qA −qB;α = 1) =
1−µS

CA −µC
CA

1−µC
CB

dµSB

dq
|q→qA−qB︸ ︷︷ ︸

Information sharing benefit (+)

− µSA

1−µC
CB

(
dµS

CB
dq

|q→qA−qB +
µS

CB

1−µC
CB

dµC
CB

dq
|q→qA−qB

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Direct market loss (-)

. (6)

FOCA(q → qA −qB;α = 1) becomes negative i) under high information asymmetry such that

platform A, prior to information sharing, moves towards a gatekeeper status by capturing a large
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part of the market and by having access to a large amount of market information. This means that

xA is relatively close to 1 such that 1− µS
CA − µC

CA is now sufficiently small and µSA sufficiently

high so that information payment cannot counterbalance the direct market losses even if α = 1; ii)

a marginal decline of q below qA − qB leads to a sharper decline in the network value (same-side

and/or cross-side) that consumers get from platform B, relative to the respective decline for the

network value of sellers. So, consumers are more ”sensitive” to changes in the network value of

platform B under information sharing and less locked in on platform A.

When α ∈ (α̂1,1] and FOCA(q = qA − qB;α = 1) < 0, platform A chooses in equilibrium

information sharing qe ∈ (q∗,qSP). Under condition (3), the equilibrium amount of information

sharing is strictly increasing in α . Platform A has more incentives to share information if it can

extract higher rents from platform B. The socially desirable level of information sharing is not

achieved. However, sellers now derive positive rents from their participation in the market because

equilibrium information sharing is sufficient to reduce to some extent the data bottleneck market

failure.

Can private and social incentives coincide? This can be the case if information asymmetry is

only moderate and prior to information sharing platform A misses valuable information about an

important segment of the market (e.g., information from a non-trivial share of consumers) such

that xA is more distant from 1 and 1− µS
CA − µC

CA is sufficiently high. In addition, this occurs

when consumers are sufficiently locked in on platform A. Then, FOCA(q = qA − qB;α = 1) ≥ 0.

So, there exists an αcr ∈ [α̂1,1] such that FOCA(q = qA − qB;α ≥ αcr) ≥ 0. This means that

private incentives for information sharing coincide with social ones for α ∈ [αcr,1]. In such an

equilibrium, it is qe = qSP and the data bottleneck market failure disappears.

We have fully characterized the information sharing equilibria in the case that prior to infor-

mation sharing we have xA(qA) ≤ xB(qB) (Case 1). We now move forward with the case where

xA(qA)> xB(qB) (Case 2).

The profit of platform A without any information sharing is Πn2
A = µSAxB(qB). When, platform
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A shares information q, then,

Π
i2
A (q;α) = µSAxB(qB +q)+α (µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB))(1− xA). (7)

For α = 0, platform A does not have any incentive to share information since xB(qB + q) <

xB(qB), ∀q > 0. The expression (4) still applies. Let α̂2 be defined (similarly to α̂1) such that

FOCA(q = 0;α = α̂2) = 0. So, when, α ∈ (0,min{α̂2,1}], platform A does not have any incentives

to share information, so, in equilibrium, qe
2 = qGDPR

2 = 0. When, min{α̂2,1}= α̂2, the equilibrium

is very similar to the one derived under Case 1. Namely, for α ∈ (0, α̂2], it is qe
2 = 0. For α ∈ (α̂2,1]

and when FOCA(q = qA − qB;α ∈ (α̂2,1])) < 0, platform A, in equilibrium, chooses information

sharing qe
2 ∈ (0,qSP). This amount qe

2 is strictly increasing in α . If instead, FOCA(q= qA−qB;α =

1])≥ 0, there exists an αcr
2 ∈ [α̂2,1] such that FOCA(q= qA−qB;α ≥αcr

2 )> 0. So, for α ∈ [αcr
2 ,1],

private and social incentives for information sharing coincide, with qe
2 = qSP. The derivation and

intuition follow exactly the same steps illustrated above for Case 1.

So, to sum up,

Proposition 2. Let min [α̂i,1] = 1, where i= 1,2. Then, the optimal amount of information sharing

selected by platform A is:

• qe = q∗ ∈ (0,qSP), when xA < xB(qB),

• qe = 0, when xA > xB(qB).

Following the discussion above, Proposition 2 refers to the situation where there is a great

information asymmetry with the presence of a gatekeeper platform A. Private incentives for infor-

mation sharing are minimum. In equilibrium information sharing, qe, no consumer is excluded.

If the market is not initially fully covered (xA < xB(qB)), then, platform A has incentives to share

information up to the point the market becomes fully covered (xA = xB(qB + q∗)). Sharing infor-

mation in this domain does not affect platform A’s profitability. The market expansion of platform
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B due to the additional information it receives has only to do with serving new consumers that were

excluded prior to information sharing. But, the amount of information q shared is still too modest

to allow platform B to improve its network value to a level at which it can ”steal” consumers from

platform A and resolve the data bottleneck market failure.

Note that gatekeeper platform A does not have any incentives to supply a large amount of

information to platform B because it dominates the market and any information sharing would

result to direct market losses that exceed information sharing payment, T (q;α) (which is now

small because of the great asymmetry, since xA is close to 1).

At first sight, it may seem surprising that the equilibrium information sharing of Proposition 2

does not depend on α .

Corollary 2. A strict information price regulation such that α ∈ [0, α̂i], where i = 1,2, does not

reduce private incentives for information sharing if and only if information asymmetry is so high

that min{α̂i,1}= 1.

This is true especially if consumers are relatively elastic with respect to increases in the network

value of platform B. The degree of strictness of information price regulation does not affect the

equilibrium amount of information sharing selected by the gatekeeper. Platform A chooses to share

the same amount of information regardless of the value of α . So, in this case, the GDPR’s free-of-

charge rule (α = 0) can effectively achieve a redistribution of information rents towards the small

platform B without affecting the equilibrium qe. Nevertheless, price regulation is not sufficient to

induce the adoption of socially optimal levels of information sharing.

If instead, information asymmetry is significant, but not excessively high and consumers are

relatively less elastic to changes in network value of platform B, we have min [α̂i,1] = α̂i. The

following equilibrium applies:

Proposition 3. Let min [α̂i,1] = α̂i, where i = 1,2. Then, the optimal amount of information

sharing selected by platform A depends on the range of values of key parameters as follows:
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• When α ∈ [0, α̂i], the equilibrium amount of information sharing is

– qe = q∗ ∈ (0,qSP), when xA < xB(qB),

– qe = 0, when xA > xB(qB).

• When α ∈ (α̂i,1], the equilibrium qe is:

– qe ∈ (q∗,qSP), when FOCA(q = qA −qB;α ∈ (α̂1,1])< 0 and xA < xB(qB),

– qe ∈ (0,qSP), when FOCA(q = qA −qB;α ∈ (α̂2,1])< 0 and xA > xB(qB),

– qe = qSP, when FOCA(q = qA −qB;α ∈ (α̂i,1])≥ 0.

Now, information price regulation can have important implications for the equilibrium informa-

tion sharing. When information asymmetry is sufficiently low (FOCA(q = qA −qB;α ∈ (α̂i,1])≥

0), social and private incentives for information sharing coincide if and only if price regulation α

leaves sufficient information rents to platform A.

Platform A now does not have a gatekeeper status and it is not so dominant as in the case of

Proposition 2. That increases information sharing payment it receives from platform B which is

proportional to the share of consumers that do not join platform A (share 1− x̂A is relatively high).

This payment is sufficient to cover platform A’s direct market losses that arise from information

sharing, especially when consumers are not so elastic to the network value of platform B. Hence,

platform A chooses in equilibrium, q = qSP and a significant share of consumers multi-homes

between the two platforms. Even if, in this case, platform B develops an equivalent to platform A’s

value proposition, most consumers do not switch exclusively to platform B but choose to visit both

platforms, in equilibrium. So, due to the increased multi-homing, platform A does not experience

large direct market losses under q = qSP (while it still receives a relatively high monetary benefit

from platform B as an information sharing payment).

If the network value elasticity of consumers is higher (but still moderate) or the information

asymmetry is significant, then private incentives for information sharing are lower than social
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ones. Direct market losses become now significant for platform A which does not find optimal to

raise q at the social optimal levels. The exact equilibrium depends on the payment T (q;α) and

in particular on the parameter α . Under a strict information price regulation such that α ∈ [0, α̂],

platform A cannot compensate its direct market losses from the information payment and therefore

it has low incentives to share information. The GDPR price rule falls under this category as it

eliminates the rents platform A can extract from information sharing.

For less restrictive information price regulation (α > α̂), platform A finds it optimal to select

to share an intermediate amount of information qe that is larger than the amount that corresponds

to the GDPR rule, but smaller than the social optimum, qSP > qe > qGDPR.

Corollary 3. For a less restrictive information price regulation, α ∈ (α̂i,1], such that, in equilib-

rium, qSP > qe > qGDPR, amount qe is strictly increasing in α .

4 Data investments and the price of information

Our analysis so far shows that under great information asymmetry, with the presence of a gate-

keeper platform which dominates the market, private incentives for information sharing are smaller

than the social ones. So, there is a scope for a regulatory intervention through a mechanism that

mandates interaction data sharing from the gatekeeper to its competitor. In our static framework

we showed that this mechanism should enforce the socially desirable level of information sharing,

qSP = qA −qB.

We now also consider investments in data and improvements in network value. In the man-

dated information sharing scheme we do not only consider the market implications of information

sharing q on market participants but also how does such a mechanism affect the incentives of the

gatekeeper platform to collect and analyze data.

Each platform j facilitates interactions that can produce amount of data up to q j, with qA > qB.

Platforms choose of how much of this data, q j ∈ [0,q j] will collect and analyze.
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Let C j(q j) be the convex cost function of data collection and analysis of amount q j by platform

j = A,B.5

The regulator has two key instruments with respect to its mandated information sharing mech-

anism: the amount of information sharing, q and the share of information sharing benefit that is

captured by the the gatekeeper, α .

The timing of our game is as follows:

1. The regulator implements a mandated sharing scheme (q,α). This scheme obliges the shar-

ing of amount q from the gatekeeper platform to its competitor in exchange of price T (q;α).

2. Platform A and platform B, after observing the new mandated data sharing regulation, choose

the optimal amount of information they collect and analyze, qi
A and qi

B, respectively.

3. The two platforms choose their pricing schedules for the sellers who consider to join them.

Price T (q;α) is defined as in the main model. We solve the model by backward induction

focusing on information sharing q > q∗ under Case 1 and q > 0 under Case 2, since otherwise,

there is not any scope for a regulatory intervention (private incentives of platform A are sufficient

to reach q = q∗ and q = 0 in each of the two cases, respectively). Stage 3 resembles the analysis of

Subsection 3.1. Given those price equilibria, the objective functions of platform A and B in stage

2 are:

Π
i
A(qA;qB,q,α) = µSA(qA)xB(qB +q)+α (µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB))(1− xA(qA))−C(qA),

Π
i
B(qB;qA,q,α) = µSB(qB +q)(1− xA(qA))+(1−α)(µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB))(1− xA(qA))−C(qB).

(8)
5The convexity of the cost function ensures that the maximization problem over platforms’ profits below is well-

defined. Alternatively, we could consider that platforms only incur a fixed cost for data collection and analysis. The
results presented below are in the same direction under this consideration. The existence of a variable cost setting only
increases the sensitivity with which the mandated mechanism of information sharing affects data investments. But,
the overall direction of implications are the same either if we consider a fixed cost or a variable cost.
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The optimal amounts of data collected and analysed, qi
A and qi

B are given by the first order con-

ditions of objective functions (8). They depend both on the amount q and restrictions over the infor-

mation rent α that is accrued by the gatekeeper platform A. It is qi
A = argmaxqA{Πi

A(qA;qB,q,α)}

and qi
B = argmaxqB{Πi

B(qB;qA,q,α)}. Optimal amounts satisfy the following first-order-conditions:

qi
A :

dµSA(qA)

dqA
|qA=qi

A
xB(qB +q)−α (µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB))

dxA(qA)

dqA
|qA=qi

A
=

dC(qA)

dqA
|qA=qi

A
,

qi
B :
(

dµSB(qB +q)
dqB

|qB=qi
B
+(1−α)

d
dqB

(µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB)) |qB=qi
B

)
(1− xA) =

dC(qB)

dqB
|qB=qi

B
.

(9)

We assume that the respective second-order-conditions over qi
A and qi

B that ensure a well de-

fined maximization problem hold.6 From the first-order-condition (9) on qi
j, with the help of

the envelope theorem, we can derive important results on how a mandated information sharing

mechanism (q,α) affects the incentives of the two platforms to collect and analyze data. For

the amount of information, q to be shared, the direction of this effect depends on the sing of

d
dq

(
∂Π∗

j
∂q j

)
= ∂

∂q j

(
dΠ∗

j
dq

)
= ∂

∂q j

(
∂Π∗

j
∂q

)
, where j = A,B and Π∗

j is the profit of platform j when it se-

lects the optimal amount of data investment (9). A similar approach is followed for understanding

the impact of α on qi
j.

We see that qi
A is strictly decreasing in q. The gatekeeper platform is obliged to share part of

the unique insights it gets from the collected market data and such an information sharing leads to

an increased competitive pressure by platform B with significant direct market losses. As a result,

the benefit from data collection and analysis drops.

The relationship between qi
A and α is as follows. If the regulator allows for sufficient infor-

mation rents to be captured by the gatekeeper, then, platform A has less incentives to collect and

6We specifically focus on network value functions for which the following two conditions are sat-
isfied: d2µSA(qA)

dq2
A

|qA=qi
A
xB(qB + q) − α (µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB))

d2xA(qA)

dq2
A

|qA=qi
A
− d2C(qA)

dq2
A

|qA=qi
A

< 0 and(
d2µSB(qB+q)

dq2
B

|qB=qi
B
+(1−α) d2

dq2
B
(µSB(qB +q)−µSB(qB)) |qB=qi

B

)
(1− xA)− d2C(qB)

dq2
B

|qB=qi
B
< 0, ∀q,α .
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analyze market data. In contrast, the incentives of platform A to collect information are the highest

under the GDPR free-of-charge rule. This is because optimal amount of information, qi
A, is strictly

decreasing in α .

The reason behind this surprising, at first sight, result is the following: As al pha increases,

platform A is eligible to receive higher share of the information rents through the mandated sharing

scheme. An increase in qi
A would result to market expansion since consumers get a higher network

value by joining platform A which would result to a shift of xA to the right, closer to 1. However,

this shift would limit the benefit of platform B from information sharing. Even if platform A

receives a larger share of the ”pie” through an a higher policy parameter α , it still receives a lower

benefit just because the ”pie” (as a whole) becomes smaller as qi
A increases. Hence, the higher

is the share of the information sharing assigned to it by the regulator, the more incentives the

gatekeeper has to further reduce qi
A in order to increase the size of the ”pie” and consequently get

a higher benefit through the information sharing benefit T (q;α). If, in contrast, the free-of-charge

rule α = 0 applies, the gatekeeper does not expect any monetary benefit from the information

sharing mechanism and therefore it has higher incentives to increase its profitability through its

market operations, by collecting and analyzing a greater amount of data and increasing in this way

its network value.

Proposition 4. Let a mandated sharing mechanism (q,α), with sufficiently high q, such that q >

q∗ if xA(qA) ≤ xB(qB) or q > 0 if xA(qA) > xB(qB). Then, the GDPR’s free-of-charge rule over

information sharing, α = 0 corresponds to a price T (q;α = 0) that maximizes the incentives of

the gatekeeper platform to invest in data collection and analysis, for given amount q.

The implications of the amount information sharing on optimal level qi
B depend on whether

interaction data (or the amount of market information) exhibits increasing, constant or decreas-

ing returns to scale with respect to network value at qB + q as well as on the convexity of the

cost function C(·). In general, if platform j collects amount of information q j = q̂ j, then, when
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µ ′′
j (·)|q j=q̂ j > 0 (µ ′′

j (·)|q j=q̂ j < 0), data exhibits increasing (decreasing) returns to scale at q j = q̂ j.

Constant returns to scale at q j = q̂ j correspond to µ ′′
j (·)|q j=q̂ j = 0.

When interaction data exhibits increasing returns to scale in network value, then, from the first-

order-condition (9) on qi
B we conclude that qi

B is strictly increasing in q. The potential of getting

further insights from platform A and improve its market performance makes platform B eager to

collect more information on the interaction of its users. Otherwise, qi
B is strictly declining in q.

The implications of α for qi
B also depend on the second order effects of information on network

value. When information exhibits increasing or constant returns to scale, as α increases, platform

B gets less benefits from the information sharing mechanism and finds optimal to respond by

choosing a lower amount qi
B. When, instead, data exhibits diminishing returns, an increase in α

leads to an increase in qi
B.

The regulatory intervention requires to consider the values of q and α . Their values define how

the mandated mechanism will affect the incentives of platforms to collect and analyze data. Data

collection brings network value which is valuable for consumers and sellers. So, on the one side,

the regulator wants to solve the data bottleneck market failure, but on the other hand, it should take

into account how information sharing of amount q at price T (q;α) affects amounts qi
A and qi

B and

the network value of joining each platform.

The welfare implications of information sharing illustrated in the previous section remain valid

as long as the following proposition applies.

Proposition 5. An information sharing mechanism (q,α) from platform A to platform B that in-

creases µB(qi
B+q) without decreasing µA(qi

A)+µB(qi
B+q) leads to higher consumer and business

user welfare.

When information sharing leads to a higher (aggregate) network value, it enables more multi-

homing and reduces the data bottleneck. This is easier met under initially great information asym-

metry and when data does exhibit stronger returns to network value in the neighborhood of qB (and

along the path towards qB +q) than in the neighborhood of qA.
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It is not uncommon to consider a S-shaped relationship between data and the value it creates

(Hagiu & Wright, 2020a; Parker et al., 2022; Posner & Weyl, 2018; Valavi, Hestness, Ardalani,

& Iansiti, 2022). Consider, for example, the data-network value relationship depicted in Figure 3.

Any sharing of information q will move, network value µB to the right on the curve and network

value µA to the left on the curve. If the curve is relatively flat at the region where µA lies (diminish-

ing returns for the network value of platform A), the decline in the network value consumers enjoy

on platform A will be modest in comparison to the large increase in µB which lies in the steepest

region of the curve (increasing returns for the network value of platform B). So, for such functions

of network value, significant information sharing from platform A to platform B is more likely to

be welfare-improving.

µA(qi
A)

µB(qi
B)

q j

µ
C

j

Figure 3: Data returns to scale: An illustration.

The regulator now can set α = 0. Price T (q;α = 0) has a positive impact on the incentives of

platform A to invest on data collection and analysis (Proposition 4). It also provides incentives for

platform B to choose a higher amount qi
B given the increasing returns in that part of the curve.

Then, the socially optimal amount of information sharing q is expected to be significant but

lower than qSP of the previous section. This is because we also need to account for the negative
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impact of information sharing on qi
A and potentially on qi

B (as platform B moves upwards on the

curve due to the additional information it receives, after some point, diminishing returns kick in).

The social planner still desires a large scale of information sharing towards platform B, espe-

cially if platform A is in the frontier where there is a plateau in the relationship between data and

network value while platform B can still benefit a lot from the additional insights it gets through

information sharing.

Whether such a plateau exists depends on the position of the gatekeeper platform and the type

of application it runs. For example, Bajari et al. (2019) shows that such a plateau exists in their

forecasting exercise with Amazon data. If instead, we look at competitors to Google, in online

search, it is less likely to find them at a plateau point (Petropoulos, 2016). Yahoo, for example, is

more likely to be located at the steep part of the curve Schaefer and Sapi (2020); Schaefer et al.

(2018).

Overall, the optimal information sharing mechanism (q,α) from social planner’s point of view

is the following:

Proposition 6. The socially optimal information sharing mechanism (q,α) is the one with α = 0

and q is such that the distance xA(qi
A)− xB(qi

B +q) is maximized.

At this optimal schedule, the share of consumers that multi-home is the highest possible. Due

to the fact that platform competition becomes more intense, the data bottleneck market failure is

resolved. The returns to data determine the exact amount of socially optimal q and whether it is

lower or equal to qSP of Section 3.

5 Research implications and contribution to the literature

Under great information asymmetry when a gatekeeper platform is present and collects most of

the data available in the market, private incentives for information sharing are much smaller than

social ones. Analyzing the pricing strategies by each platform, we illustrate that there exists a data
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bottleneck market failure. The concentration of market information and the resulting asymmetric

information structures help gatekeepers to better monetize their information advantage to the ex-

pense of their users. The gatekeeper can extract high information rents from their business users by

taking the advantage over its monopoly power on the consumer side. Access to more information

makes the gatekeeper able to improve its network value proposition and attract more consumers

in its platform. It can then charge a higher price to sellers. This is because sellers have now more

incentives to join the platform due to both traditional and data-driven network effects that improve

the value proposition of the gatekeeper.

To our knowledge, we are the first to illustrate the possibility of the data bottleneck market fail-

ure due to information asymmetry. We present a new mechanism through which market data access

and allocation can have important implications for competition in two-sided markets. Literature

has either focuses on the data and competition relationship in one-sided firms context (De Corniere

& Taylor, 2020; Dubus & Legros, 2022; Farboodi, Mihet, Philippon, & Veldkamp, 2019; Farboodi

& Veldkamp, 2021; Hagiu & Wright, 2020a; Ichihashi, 2021; Prüfer & Schottmüller, 2021), or

on the implications of data within a two-sided platform network, but, without studying the impli-

cations of data and information for competition between platform intermediaries (Bergemann &

Bonatti, 2023; Bergemann, Bonatti, & Gan, 2022; Bounie, Dubus, & Waelbroeck, 2021).

Our contribution is also related to prior research work on competition between two platforms

with different standalone value or between firms with different installed base and compatibility

(Adner, Chen, & Zhu, 2020; Casadesus-Masanell & Ruiz-Aliseda, 2008; J. Chen, Doraszelski, &

Harrington, 2009; Cremer & Thisse, 1991; Doganoglu & Wright, 2006; Farrell & Klemperer, 2007;

Malueg & Schwartz, 2006; Maruyama & Zennyo, 2013; Viecens, 2011). We derive some novel

results by focusing on studying platforms’ incentives for data and information sharing. We show

that the platform with the higher network value can take the advantage of information asymmetry to

derive additional rents from its users. Its incentives to share information depend on whether there

are locked in effects for its users. If these locked in effects are high and users’ switching costs
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are significant (something that can occur, for example, when the two platforms have incompatible

structures), the platform with information advantage has more incentives to share data with its

competitor. In essence, removing locked in effects is beneficial for the smaller platform and and

reduces the incentives of big platform to share information.

The presence of the data bottleneck in our analysis has important managerial and welfare im-

plications that lead to numerous new insights with respect to platform market conduct, competition

and information sharing.

On the managerial side, by looking at the private incentives of the platform with information

advantage for information sharing, first, we show that a platform should be sufficiently compen-

sated to be convinced to share its data. In fact, the price of information increases because of the

data bottleneck market failure. Second, we illustrate how to approximate the optimal amount of

information to be shared. The privately optimal amount of information sharing should carefully

balance the following two countervailing forces the platform faces: the direct market losses though

the increased competitive pressure, on the one side, and the benefit through the data sharing pay-

ment, on the other.

We also study how platforms’ decisions about data investments, collection and analysis are

affected by a regulatory intervention of a mandated information sharing mechanism. The platform

with information advantage finds optimal to reduce its data collection and analysis as a response to

the regulatory intervention. However, this reduction is mitigated if the price it receives for sharing

information is low.

Moving to the information recipient side, small platforms’ optimal decisions to a mandated

information sharing scheme depend on the price they have to pay for the information they receive

and on whether in their market activities context data exhibits increasing or decreasing returns to

network value. If they have to pay a high price for information shared with them, it is in general

optimal to invest more on own data analysis only when data exhibits decreasing returns to network

value. The opposite holds for increasing data-returns. Furthermore, when a platform is expecting
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to receive a large amount of information by a competitor through a sharing mechanism, it has

incentives to invest more by its own on data collection and analysis under increasing returns, due

to the positive synergies between incoming market data through sharing and data collected.

On the welfare side, we show that private incentives for information sharing are lower than the

social ones, especially under the presence of gatekeeper platforms and if the social planner primary

cares about the users of platforms, consumers and sellers. Hence, there is a scope for a regulatory

intervention with the establishment of an effective mandated information sharing mechanism in

a way that it enables the increase of the network value of market competitors of the gatekeeper

platform. Surprisingly, we find that a strict regulation over the price of information (e.g., similar to

the GDPR’s free-of-charge rule) can induce the gatekeeper to invest more on data collection and

analysis improving the network value the users get from their participation in the market. This

implies that FRAND terms for the price of information should be sufficiently restrictive if we want

to keep market network value high. The socially optimal amount of data that the gatekeeper will

be forced to share depends on data returns to network value and the exact relationship between

data and network value. Adopting an S-based relationship between data and network value, we

illustrate how information sharing can help competitors of the gatekeeper to improve their network

value and improve the welfare of consumers and sellers by resolving the data bottleneck market

failure.

6 Extensions, limitations and directions for future research

Our product differentiation model captures the main elements of platform competition and illus-

trates the existence of the data bottleneck market failure and its welfare implications. While we

consider consumers as differentiated with each other with respect to their location on the Hotelling

line, sellers are homogeneous and a direct implication of this consideration is that in equilibrium

they fully multi-home.
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One extension of our model would be to differentiate not only across consumers but also across

sellers. In this more symmetric treatment of supply and demand side, in equilibrium, we have

partial multi-homing in the sellers’ side as well. The data bottleneck market failure still emerges

even if some of the sellers have a positive surplus due to differentiation (e.g., the ones in the

neighborhood of the platform they decide to join). We could also consider that consumers are

charged a positive price to join a platform. That would essentially imply that consumers and

sellers are to great extent symmetric, in the model. Great information asymmetry between the

two platforms and the implications of this asymmetry for the network value each of them offers to

their users would result to arrive to a similar equilibrium where the gatekeeper platform captures

most of consumers and sellers. The implications of information sharing from the gatekeeper to its

competitor, would then result to more competition between the two platforms with more benefits

for sellers and consumers (with the share of users that multi-home in each side to be increasing in

information sharing).

We could also explore the role of data externalities on the welfare implications of information

sharing. For example, when a user participates in a platform and interacts with other users, she

may derive less value if she meets the same users in the competing platform. Our model assumed

that we have deep markets. For a given user and her preferences, there are multiple other users

to interact with. So, it is unlikely to meet the same user if she visits the competing platform.

If we move beyond this consideration, then a user that generates a lot of interaction points with

multiple users in one platform, will have less incentives to multi-home and visit the competing

platform if she believes that she will interact there with the same users. This is formally modelled

by Bakos and Halaburda (2020). Bringing their insights to our context, this would me equivalent

to an increased locked in effect of users to one platform (e.g., the gatekeeper). As we discussed,

such locked in effects provide further incentives for the big platform to share information with its

competitor because user locked in constraints the ability of information sharing to lead to more

market competition. So, big platform’s direct market losses would only be modest. Since it will
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still receive the data payment from its market rival, it finds it more attractive to share more of

its data. Information sharing is still welfare improving but locked in effects limit the benefits it

introduces.

In our model we make the assumption that platforms charge participation fees rather than per-

transaction fees, as it is usually the case, in practice. This assumption is in agreement with existing

literature that explores network effects and platform competition (Armstrong, 2006; Belleflamme

& Peitz, 2010, 2019a; Doganoglu & Wright, 2006; Hagiu & Spulber, 2013; Niculescu, Wu, &

Xu, 2018; Tan, Anderson Jr, & Parker, 2020). Note that the way we model platform competition is

compatible with considering per-transaction fees, instead. Sellers’ choice to join a platform depend

on how much network value they can derive from their participation and the price they have to pay

in order to join. Whether this price takes the form of a participation fee or a per-transaction fee

does not matter for sellers’ choice.

Per-transaction fees would make a difference if we were studying how users interact within the

platform and how the fee paid by sellers affect their offerings within the platform. An interesting

avenue for future research is to evaluate how information structures and sharing would affect mar-

ket equilibria and welfare adopting such a more ”microscopic” approach of the platform market.

More information across the platform participants would intuitively lead to more efficient trans-

actions. However, platforms might have private incentives to limit the share of valuable market

information to their users. For example, if a platform also supplies its own products in the market

as a vertically integrated firm, it might have incentives not to share market information with the

third-party sellers to the benefit of its own seller.

A second line of research which is a promising avenue for influential contributions has to do

with designing mechanisms for data sharing at a privacy-preserving way. Being able to provide

some solutions with practical insights for the sharing of personal data can boost the benefits for

platform users provided that privacy protection remains strong. Some proposals are already on

the table whose main arguments point toward using data and information to make digital markets
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more efficient (Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, & Ozdaglar, 2022; Agarwal, Dahleh, & Sarkar,

2019; Arrieta-Ibarra, Goff, Jiménez-Hernández, Lanier, & Weyl, 2018; Bergemann et al., 2023;

Hardjono & Pentland, 2019; Koutroumpis, Leiponen, & Thomas, 2020; Van Alstyne, Petropoulos,

Parker, & Martens, 2021).

Last but not least, our paper illustrates that data returns to network value can have important

implications for how information sharing affects platform strategies and welfare. Better under-

standing the second order effects of data on network value is very important for creating efficient

information structures and should be a priority for empirical research.

7 Implications for Society and Practice

Big tech firms have been under regulatory scrutiny due to their great market power in digital mar-

kets. A traditional regulatory approach relies on competition policy tools that aim at preventing

these dominant firms from abusing their power to the expense of their users and competitors.

In this paper, we show that in addition to these tools, we should also consider policies and

ways to make digital markets more symmetric in terms of access to market data and information.

Dominant platforms with access to a lot of information about their users and the market can exert

monopoly power over the unique market insights they have and keep a lion’s share of the efficiency

gains they bring to the market through their intermediation services. Data concentration and infor-

mation asymmetries can have direct implications for market competition and welfare (Rubinfeld

& Gal, 2017).

Such data bottlenecks exist in practice in markets where big tech platforms operate under great

information asymmetry. The extensive and influential report by the UK’s Competition and Mar-

kets Authority on online platforms and digital advertising finds that platforms like Google and

Facebook may offer services at zero-price to their individual users but, through the market inter-

action data they collect and analyze from them, they are able to capture excessive rents through
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the provision of information-enabled targeted advertising services (CMA, 2020). The report finds

that the ”costs of digital advertising, which amount to around £14 billion in the UK in 2019, or

£500 per household, are reflected in the prices of goods and services across the economy. These

costs are likely to be higher than they would be in a more competitive market...” Moreover, the

analysis indicates that ”Google’s and Facebook’s market power has a significant impact on prices

and revenues.”

We have already seen relevant information asymmetry concerns in recent competition policy

cases, as well. In the Facebook case in Germany, part of the issue was the unfair competitive

advantage of Facebook against its competitors by being able to combine user data from its sub-

sidiaries and improve its services (Kerber & Zolna, 2022). While evaluating the proposed merger

between Google and Fitbit, a company manufacturing wearable devices for the health and fitness, a

particular concern was the market advantage Google could get in online advertising ecosystem by

accessing Fitbit users’ health data, with detrimental effects for consumers (Bourreau et al., 2020).

This is the reason, the European Commission approved the merger only under the conditions such

that ”Google will not use for Google Ads the health and wellness data collected from wrist-worn

wearable devices and other Fitbit devices of users” and that ”Google will maintain a technical

separation of the relevant Fitbit’s user data.” (European Commission, 2020).

As we illustrate through our model, more symmetric information structures can solve com-

petition concerns and improve consumer welfare. What we need in order to achieve this state is

in addition to competition policy tools, to develop a proper data policy framework. This frame-

work should be able to mandate information sharing and provide specific goals for the amount of

information to be shared and the price over this exchange.

Our research findings underline the complementary nature between competition and data pol-

icy. In particular, we show that when consumers are locked in a big platform, the social benefits

from information sharing will be smaller. Competition policy tools that target to eliminate those

locked in effects can make a data policy that enforces information sharing to be more effective.
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The new EU regulation on gatekeepers, the DMA, incorporates obligations for big tech plat-

forms to share market information with their competitors. However, the terms of such information

sharing are vague and key characteristics of the mechanism are still missing. What should be the

price over information sharing? How much information should be shared?

In our work we shed a light on how we should design information sharing mechanisms, by

analyzing their implications for platform market strategies, competition and welfare.

We show that a restrictive price regulation over information sharing is likely to incentivize big

tech to invest more on data collection and analysis. That can in principle increase the network

benefit for consumers if it does not generate privacy costs. The regulation can be designed as it

incorporates the obligation for big tech to share an optimal amount of information with competitors

which we define and we study how it depends on platform network value and its dependence on

data and information.

The exact type of data can have important implications for the characteristics of a data pol-

icy that enables information sharing. As discussed, our particular focus should be on data that

can increase network value. Since platforms facilitate interactions between their users, it is that

interaction data that is important for data policy. This data can either incorporate personal infor-

mation of individuals or not. Non-personal data typically involve interactions between business

users only or it is an aggregated overview of platform interactions, to an extend that the risk of de-

anonymization is low (De Montjoye, Radaelli, Singh, & Pentland, 2015). This level of aggregation

is achieved at the DMA’s obligation for Google to share market data with its competitors in online

search (European Commission, 2023; European Union, 2022).

Our findings suggest that such mandated data sharing regulations over non-personal data move

to the correct direction when information asymmetry is high. The DMA adopts a FRAND pricing

scheme as a compensation to Google for sharing its non-personal aggregated market data. This

FRAND pricing has not been precisely defined yet.

Our analysis in Section 4 provides guidelines on how we should regulate price of information
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in this context, how we should define FRAND pricing and what the key market parameters are

on which this price depends on. We show that gatekeeper’s incentives to collect and analyze

data are less adversely affected when this compensation is small. The lower the price for sharing

information the gatekeeper receives, the higher the incentives it has to collect interaction data.

Whether the recipients of Google’s market data will have more incentives to collect and analyse

data depends on data returns to network value. Our research also suggests that there is a scope for

extending such information sharing mechanisms beyond online search, also covering other core

platform services of our online ecosystem. There is also a scope for such data sharing rules to

apply to other jurisdictions.

Privacy regulations are an important aspect that shapes data policy and the key parameters for

information sharing in the case of personal data. The EU jurisdiction has the most developed

privacy regulation, the GDPR. Our research suggest that an important aspect for the information

sharing mechanism that should be enforced is that the shared data should enable the competitor

platform to improve its network value proposition in order to be able to attract more users and

become more competitive. Since platforms are networks that facilitate interactions between their

users, it is the sharing of such interaction data that can amplify the network value of the data

recipient (Martens, Parker, Petropoulos, & Van Alstyne, 2021).

The GDPR has some flaws that prevent it from enabling an effective information sharing mech-

anism (Krämer, Senellart, & de Streel, 2020). For example, the language used in this regulation

does not clarify which types of data individuals can port and whether their interaction data in the

platform is part of the data that can be shared.

The DMA incorporates some improvements with that respect, but it still puts restrictions over

the sharing of networked co-generated data. This is because it is a very hard problem to assign

property rights over co-generated interaction data. Each individual has the right to only share her

own data. But, she does not have the right to share data of someone else. In co-generated data

points, the separating line between which data is mine and which data is yours is very blurry. So,
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enabling an effective information sharing mechanism based on personal data would first require to

be able to comply with such privacy regulations and solve the co-generated data property rights

problem. Until then, it would be beneficial to focus on mechanisms for information sharing based

on non-personal aggregated market data that can help recipients to improve their value proposition

and become more competitive, with associated benefits for platform users, consumers and sellers.
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